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Student Fare Promotion on the MTR
Eligible full-time students aged between 12 and 25 studying in
Hong Kong may apply for a Personalised Octopus with “Student
Status” and enjoy concessionary fares on the MTR network#,
including Light Rail and MTR Bus. A convenient $10 add-value
service is also provided to Personalised Octopus with “Student
Status” holders at any Customer Service Centre.

The MTR Network Covers
the Whole of Hong Kong
At the MTR, we strive to bring passengers a safe, fast, convenient
and reliable railway service through our comprehensive
network. This network comprises nine lines, the Kwun Tong Line,
Tsuen Wan Line, Island Line, South Island Line, Tung Chung Line,
Tseung Kwan O Line, East Rail Line, Tuen Ma Line* and
Disneyland Resort Line. Together with the Light Rail and MTR Bus
networks in the Northwest New Territories, passengers can travel
quickly and efficiently to destinations throughout Hong Kong,
Kowloon and the New Territories.

Students of schools participating in the MTR Student Travel
Scheme Online Application can apply for a Personalised Octopus
with “Student Status” or to Activate or Renew the “Student
Status” on their existing Personalised Octopus on MTR website
or via MTR Mobile. Application forms for Personalised Octopus
with “Student Status” are available from MTR and Light Rail
Customer Service Centres (Except Airport Express stations, Lo
Wu, Lok Ma Chau, Racecourse, Disneyland Resort, Sunny Bay,
Wong Chuk Hang, Lei Tung, South Horizons, Hin Keng, Kai Tak,
Sung Wong Toi and To Kwa Wan stations).

The MTR also operates the Airport Express between Hong Kong
International Airport and downtown Hong Kong, as well as
providing speedy Through Train and High Speed Rail services to
major cities in Mainland China, giving added convenience for
both tourists and local residents.
* The Tuen Ma Line connects the West Rail Line and Tuen Ma Line Phase 1, please
refer to Tuen Ma Line for the stations of West Rail Line and
Tuen Ma Line Phase 1.
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Students using Single Journey Tickets or QR Code for travel are
required to pay full adult fares of the journey.
#

The offer is not applicable to the Airport Express, MTR Feeder Bus,
journeys to or from Lo Wu and Lok Ma Chau stations and First Class
Service of East Rail Line.
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Remarks
1.

First Class Premium: Students may enjoy the First Class Service
of East Rail Line by paying the above fare and a premium. The
premium is equivalent to the Adult Octopus fare of the same
East Rail Line journey. Students are required to pay a premium
that is equivalent to the minimum Adult Octopus fare for an East
Rail Line journey if such students use the Octopus which have
an authorization code for the First Class travel but the entry and
exit station records on the cards are not East Rail Line stations.
For details on Adult Octopus fare, please refer to the relevant fare
chart.

2.

The student fare promotion is not applicable on the Airport
Express, MTR Feeder Bus and journeys to or from Lo Wu and Lok
Ma Chau stations. Students travelling on the Airport Express and
MTR Feeder Bus must pay full adult fares. For journey fares to or
from Lo Wu and Lok Ma Chau stations, please refer to the fare
chart above.

3.

Students using a Personalised Octopus with “Student Status”
travelling on the Light Rail or MTR Bus are also eligible for the
Concessionary fares. Please refer to the relevant leaflets for
details.

4.

Except for senior citizens and eligible persons with disabilities,
a passenger who exits the gate of a station more than 20 minutes
after passing through an entry gate of the same station is liable
to pay an additional fare. Please refer to the “Conditions of Issue
of Tickets” for further details.

5.

Separate entry and exit gates are installed at Tsim Sha Tsui and
East Tsim Sha Tsui stations. Octopus users who interchange
between these two stations within 30 minutes will be considered
as having taken one journey. The full fare for the first sector
travelled will be deducted when exiting the first station. The
remaining balance of the fare will be deducted upon exit at
the final destination. If the total fare is less than the first sector
charged, a refund of the amount over-deducted will be credited
to the Octopus at the final exit gate. However, any same station
entry and exit trip at these two stations will be treated as a
separate journey, and not form a part of an interchange journey,
with a separate fare. Passengers are reminded not to use the
same Octopus on other transport (including Light Rail, MTR
Bus and MTR Feeder Bus) or make more than 9 non-transport
related transactions during the 30-minute interchange interval.
Otherwise, full fares for two separate journeys will be charged.

6.

A passenger who travels without a valid ticket is liable to pay a
surcharge. Please refer to the “Conditions of Issue of Tickets” for
further details.
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For fare information on Single Journey Tickets, QR Code and other
Octopus, please refer to the relevant leaflets.

